For people sensitive towards curse, black magic or feeling of being possessed.

**PURPOSE**
For instance in a partnership, when one partner is stronger than the other and tries to overpower them.

**Strongest for personal cosmic connection**

**PURPOSE**
For concentration and focus in business.

**For people sensitive towards curse, black magic or feeling of being possessed.**

**PURPOSE**
For instance in a partnership, when one partner is stronger than the other and tries to overpower them.

**To increase the inner power, introspection.**

**PURPOSE**
For decreasing self doubt and to increase confidence.

--

**COSMIC LOOP HEALTH VITALIZER**

Cosmic loops are health vitalizers which act to strengthen the deficient energy resources and through principle of resonance activate the room/ space vibrations. Spirals of 6, 8 and 9 loops are available initiating cosmic vibrations from the earth with a special energy spiral at the base emanating energies from earth to the sky forming a mini and localized...

‘Earth Sky Chimney’

“This product has a special use to increase mental vitality, has shown good results with children and elders who need help in balancing mental health.”

**TYPES OF COSMIC LOOPS**

The cosmic loops come in 3 types depending on the number of spirals, with each one having a different purpose:

- 6 SPIRAL
- 8 SPIRAL
- 9 SPIRAL

**8 SPIRAL**

Strongest for personal cosmic connection

**PURPOSE**
For concentration and focus in business

**9 SPIRAL**

For people sensitive towards curse, black magic or feeling of being possessed.

**PURPOSE**
For instance in a partnership, when one partner is stronger than the other and tries to overpower them.

**6 SPIRAL**

To increase the inner power, introspection.

**PURPOSE**
For decreasing self doubt and to increase confidence.

**ADDRESS:** Vastuworld Bungalow No. 4, The Greens, Uday Baug, Camp - 411001
**CONTACT:** +91 - 9822573102  **EMAIL:** www.vastuworld.com

Placement of loop in a study area should be on the study table close to the person studying.

Placement of loop in a bedroom should be on the side table close to the person sleeping.

Placement of loop in an office should be on the work desk close to the person working.

Placement of loop in a living should be on the side table close to the person sitting.